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This story begins in 2002
• In 2002, Belle studied 𝐵! → 𝐾!𝐾!𝐾" decay and observed a broad structure around 1.5GeV in the

invariant mass 𝑀(𝐾!𝐾") spectrum, and it is named 𝑓#(1500).

𝐵! → 𝐾!𝐾!𝐾"

Belle, hep-ex/0201007

�(f0(1500)) = 110± 7 MeV

<latexit sha1_base64="XIwDEvI+PF4ka51Dni48eSnhidk=">AAACEHicdVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLGIFKUndtnoQRA96ERRsFbqlZNNsG5rsLklWKEt/ghf/ihcPinj16M1/Y1YrqOiDgcd7M8zM82PBtUHozRkbn5icmp6Zzc3NLywu5ZdXGjpKFGV1GolIXflEM8FDVjfcCHYVK0akL9il3z/K/MtrpjSPwgsziFlLkm7IA06JsVI7v+kdEylJMWijIq4gtLW1jzHyYglr3ra3nXpKwlPWGL bzBVTa262W3SpEJYRquIwzUq65Oy7EVslQACOctfOvXieiiWShoYJo3cQoNq2UKMOpYMOcl2gWE9onXda0NCSS6Vb68dAQblilA4NI2QoN/FC/T6REaj2Qvu2UxPT0by8T//KaiQl2WykP48SwkH4uChIBTQSzdGCHK0aNGFhCqOL2Vkh7RBFqbIY5G8LXp/B/0iiXsFuqnLuFg8NRHDNgDayDIsCgBg7ACTgDdUDBDbgDD+DRuXXunSfn+bN1zBnNrIIfcF7eAaaMmeE=</latexit>

�(f0(1370)) = 350± 150 MeV

<latexit sha1_base64="cgCwGKUxFpupQe1Sh28yHFLqyqc=">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</latexit>

It could be a complex superposition of 
several intermediate states and some 
contribution from the non-resonant  is also 
possible. Belle, hep-ex/0201007

ϕ(1020).

𝑓!(1500).
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𝐵! → 𝐾"𝐾#𝐾$! Belle, 1007.3848
𝐵! → 𝐾"𝐾#𝐾! BaBar, 0706.3885

• However, BaBar analyzed the 𝐵± → 𝜋±𝐾%𝐾% decays and  found no evidence of  𝑓#(1500) in the 
invariant mass 𝑀(𝐾%𝐾%) spectrum. BaBar, 0811.1979

• It implies that it is either a vector meson or something exotic, because 𝑓# 1500 with an even 
spin, can decay into the 𝐾%𝐾% state in principle according to the Bose-Einstein statistics. 

• So, the nature of  𝑓#(1500) has not been confirmed, though it is often  viewed as a combination  
of narrower scalars.
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𝐵" → 𝐾#"𝐾#"𝐾#" 𝐵" → 𝐾$!𝐾$!𝐾"

BaBar, 1201.5897 [hep-ex]BaBar, 1111.3636 [hep-ex]

• The peak in the invariant mass between 1.5 and 1.6 GeV can be described by the 
interference be tween the f&(1710) resonance and the nonresonant component.  

However,
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jM!Khh" #MBj< 0:10 GeV=c2;

0:48GeV=c < P!Khh"< 0:65 GeV=c:

The signal region is defined as an ellipse around the Mbc
and !E mean values:

!Mbc #MB"2
!n!Mbc

"2 $ !E2

!n!!E"2
< 1;

where !Mbc
% 3 MeV=c2 and !!E is equivalent to !1 in

Table I. We define two signal regions: with loose !n % 3"
and tight !n % 2" requirements. Tight requirements reduce
(compared to the loose requirements) the background frac-
tion in the data sample by about 65% while retaining about
85% of the signal. The efficiency of the loose (tight)
requirements that define the signal region is 0.923 (0.767)
for the K$"$"# final state and 0.948 (0.804) for the
K$K$K# final state. The total number of events in the
signal region is 2584 (1809) for the K$"$"# and 1400
(1078) for the K$K$K# final state. To determine the
relative fraction of signal and background events in these
samples, we use the results of the fits to the !E distribu-
tions (see Table I). We find 1533& 69 signal B$ !
K$"$"# events and 1089& 41 signal B$ ! K$K$K#

events. The relative fraction of signal events in the signal
region with loose (tight) requirements is then determined
to be 0:548& 0:025 (0:650& 0:032) for the K$"$"# and
0:738& 0:028 (0:828& 0:033) for the K$K$K# final
state. All final results are obtained from fits to events in
the signal region with loose !E andMbc requirements. The
subsample with tight requirements is used for a cross-
check only.

The K$"# and "$"# invariant mass spectra for B$ !
K$"$"# candidate events in the Mbc # !E loose signal
region are shown as open histograms in Fig. 4. The hatched
histograms show the corresponding spectra for background
events in the Mbc #!E sidebands, normalized to the
estimated number of background events. To suppress the
feed-across between the "$"# and K$"# resonance
states, we require the K$"# ("$"#) invariant mass to
be larger than 2:0!1:5" GeV=c2 when making the "$"#

(K$"#) projection. The K$"# invariant mass spectrum is
characterized by a narrow peak around 0:9 GeV=c2, which
is identified as the K'!892"0, and a broad enhancement
around 1:4 GeV=c2. Possible candidates for this enhance-
ment are the scalar K'

0!1430" and tensor K'
2!1430" reso-

nances. In the "$"# invariant mass spectrum two distinct
structures in the low mass region are observed. One is
slightly below 1:0 GeV=c2 and is consistent with the
f0!980" and the other is between 1:0 GeV=c2 and
1:5 GeV=c2. We cannot identify unambiguously the reso-
nant state that is responsible for such a structure. Possible
candidates for a resonant state in this mass region might be
f0!1370", f2!1270" and perhaps #!1450" [15]. In what
follows, we refer to this structure as fX!1300". There is
also an indication for the #!770"0. Finally, there is a clear
signal for the decay B$ ! $c0K$, $c0 ! "$"#.
Figure 4(c) shows the "$"# invariant mass distributions
in the $c0 mass region.

The K$K# invariant mass spectra for B$ ! K$K$K#

candidate events in the Mbc #!E signal region with loose
requirements are shown as open histograms in Fig. 5. Since
there are two same-charge kaons in the B$ ! K$K$K#

decay, we distinguish the K$K# combinations with
smaller, M!K$K#"min , and larger, M!K$K#"max , invariant
masses. The M!K$K#"min spectrum, shown in Fig. 5(a), is
characterized by a narrow peak at 1:02 GeV=c2 corre-
sponding to the %!1020" meson and a broad structure
around 1:5 GeV=c2, shown in Fig. 5(b). Possible candi-
dates for a resonant state in this mass region are the
f0!1370", f0!1500", or f02!1525" [15]. In what follows,
we refer to this structure as fX!1500". Figure 5(c) shows
the M!K$K#"max invariant mass distribution in the $c0
mass region. A clear enhancement is observed at
3:4 GeV=c2, where the $c0 is expected. Some enhance-
ment of signal events over the expected background level is
also observed in the full mass range shown in Fig. 5(c). As
the $c0 meson has a significant natural width (about
15 MeV=c2) [15], the amplitude that is responsible for
the B$ ! $c0K$ decay may interfere with a charmless
amplitude. As a result of the interference between these
two amplitudes, the lineshape of the $c0 resonance can
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FIG. 4. Two-particle invariant mass spectra for B$ ! K$"$"# candidates in the B signal region (open histograms) and for
background events in the !E#Mbc sidebands (hatched histograms). (a) M!K$"#" spectrum with M!"$"#"> 1:5 GeV/c2; (b)
M!"$"#" with M!K$"#"> 2:0 GeV=c2 and (c) M!"$"#" in the $c0 mass region with M!K$"#"> 2:0 GeV=c2.

A. GARMASH et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 71, 092003 (2005)

092003-6

Belle: hep-ex/0412066

𝐵$ → 𝐾$𝜋$𝜋%
𝑓"(980)

𝑓&(1270)
𝑓"(1370)



Very Recently

• LHCb reported an enhancement around  1.5 GeV  in the invariant mass M(K!K") spectra of the 
B! → π!K!K" decay, which could be well described by a vector resonance ρ&(1450).

𝐵" → 𝜋"𝐾"𝐾#

LHCb, 1905.09244
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8 LHCb, 1909.05212

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Fit projections of each model (a) in the low mlow region and (b) in the full range
of mhigh, with the corresponding asymmetries shown beneath in (c) and (d). The normalised
residual or pull distribution, defined as the di↵erence between the bin value less the fit value
over the uncertainty on the number of events in that bin, is shown below each fit projection.

is consistent, in all three models, with the value previously determined through model-
independent analysis [12].

7.3 S-wave projections

The squared amplitude and phase motion of the S-wave models as a function of m(⇡+⇡�)
can be seen in Fig. 13(a) and (b) for the isobar approach, Fig. 13(c) and (d) for the
K-matrix approach and Fig. 13(e) and (f) for the QMI approach. A comparison of all
three models, for the CP -averaged S-wave projections, can be seen in Fig. 14. The QMI
S-wave is recorded in Table 19, while the statistical and systematic correlation matrices
obtained with this approach are given in the Supplemental Material.
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Questions
• Since the mass of 𝜌&(1450) is very close to that of 𝑓#(1500) and it has a rather large

width, we suspect 𝑓#(1500) observed by BaBar and Belle in the 𝐵 → 𝐾(𝜋)𝐾!𝐾" decays
is 𝜌&(1450).

• If it is, the interpretation for the broad structure in the 𝑀(𝐾!𝐾") spectra does not require a
combination of several 𝑓& mesons with narrower widths.

• According to the Bose-Einstein statistics, a vector meson 𝜌&(1450) does not decay into the
𝐾%𝐾% state. A challenge to our postulation is then how to understand the broad structure in
the 𝑀(𝐾%𝐾%) spectra observed by BaBar.

• Recent studies within QCDF and PQCD showed that the nonresonant contributions are
dominate in 𝐵 → 𝐾𝐾𝐾 decays. We therefore guess that the broad structure in the
𝑀(𝐾%𝐾%) spectra is attributed to a nonresonant S-wave contribution, though a small
component of scalar resonances cannot be excluded.

• Besides, the 𝐵± → 𝜋±𝜌&(1450)channel has been identified in the 𝐵± → 𝜋±𝜋!𝜋" decays
with a small finite fit fraction. Note that the relative 𝜌&(1450) → 𝜋𝜋 and 𝜌&(1450) → 𝐾𝐾
branching fractions are still uncertain, so our hypothesis is not inconsistent with the above
data.
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3-body Decays of B meson
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In this region, two hard gluons are needed, so this contributions should be 𝛼' or power suppressed.

3-body Decays of B meson
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Resonant and Nonresonant

3-body Decays of B meson
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• Nonperturbative parts are factorized into universal wave functions 
• The hard part can calculated perturbatively. 
• Parton kT smears end‐point singularity 

PQCD Approach
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Introduction to PQCD
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ℱ#$(𝜔%) =
𝑚&!(()*+)
% 𝑒-.

𝑚&!(()*+)
% − 𝜔% − 𝑖𝑚&!(()*+)Γ(𝜔)

.

The wave function of  P-wave KK-pair [1609.04614,1704.07566 ] 

ℱ',)* (𝜔+)
ℱ,*(𝜔+)

=
𝑓-%(/01&)
3

𝑓-%(/01&)
,

The relativistic Breit-Wigner (RBW) model  1711.09854

ℱ%&'(𝜔() =
𝑚)
(

𝜔( +𝑚)
(

ℱ1,345(𝜔6) =
𝑚7𝑚8

6

𝜔9 +𝑚7𝑚8
6

hep-ph/0209043

PQCD Calculations
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TABLE V: Branching fractions (in units of 10−6) of resonant and nonresonant (NR) contributions

to B− → K+K−K−, B
0 → K+K−K0, B− → K−KSKS and B

0 → KSKSKS .

B− → K+K−K−

Decay mode BaBar [12] Belle [13] Theory

φK− 4.48 ± 0.22+0.33
−0.24 4.72± 0.45 ± 0.35+0.39

−0.22 2.9+0.0+0.5+0.0
−0.0−0.5−0.0

f0(980)K− 9.4 ± 1.6± 2.8 < 2.9 11.0+0.0+2.6+0.0
−0.0−2.1−0.0

f0(1500)K− 0.74 ± 0.18 ± 0.52 0.62+0.0+0.11+0.0
−0.0−0.10−0.0

f0(1710)K− 1.12 ± 0.25 ± 0.50 1.1+0+0.2+0
−0−0.2−0

f ′
2(1525)K

− 0.69 ± 0.16 ± 0.13

NR 22.8 ± 2.7± 7.6 24.0± 1.5 ± 1.8+1.9
−5.7 21.8+0.8+7.6+0.1

−1.1−5.9−0.1

Total 33.4 ± 0.5± 0.9 30.6± 1.2 ± 2.3 26.9+0.4+7.5+0.1
−0.5−6.1−0.1

B
0 → K+K−K

0

Decay mode BaBar [12] Belle [11] Theory

φK
0

3.48 ± 0.28+0.21
−0.14 2.6+0.0+0.4+0.0

−0.0−0.4−0.0

f0(980)K
0

7.0+2.6
−1.8 ± 2.4 9.1+0.0+1.7+0.0

−0.0−1.4−0.0

f0(1500)K
0

0.57+0.25
−0.19 ± 0.12 0.55+0.0+0.10+0.0

−0.0−0.09−0.0

f0(1710)K
0

4.4 ± 0.7± 0.5 1.0+0.0+0.2+0.0
−0.0−0.2−0.0

f ′
2(1525)K

0
0.13+0.12

−0.08 ± 0.16

NR 33± 5± 9 12.0+0.4+2.8+0.1
−0.5−2.4−0.1

Total a 25.4 ± 0.9± 0.8 28.3± 3.3 ± 4.0 18.7+0.2+3.5+0.0
−0.3−3.1−0.0

B− → K−KSKS

Decay mode BaBar [12] Belle [11] Theory

f0(980)K− 14.7 ± 2.8± 1.8 8.7+0.0+2.1+0.0
−0.0−1.6−0.0

f0(1500)K− 0.42 ± 0.22 ± 0.58 0.59+0.00+0.10+0.00
−0.00−0.09−0.00

f0(1710)K− 0.48+0.40
−0.24 ± 0.11 1.08+0.00+0.18+0.00

−0.00−0.17−0.00

f ′
2(1525)K

− 0.61 ± 0.21+0.12
−0.09

NR 19.8 ± 3.7± 2.5 11.3+0.2+3.7+0.0
−0.3−3.0−0.0

Total 10.1 ± 0.5± 0.3 13.4± 1.9 ± 1.5 15.1+0.0+3.7+0.0
−0.0−3.2−0.0

B
0 → KSKSKS

Decay mode BaBar [21] Belle [11] Theory

f0(980)KS 2.7+1.3
−1.2 ± 0.4± 1.2 2.4+0.0+0.6+0.0

−0.0−0.5−0.0

f0(1500)KS 0.15+0.00+0.03+0.00
−0.00−0.02−0.00

f0(1710)KS 0.50+0.46
−0.24 ± 0.04± 0.10 0.28+0.00+0.05+0.00

−0.00−0.04−0.00

f2(2010)KS 0.54+0.21
−0.20 ± 0.03± 0.52

NR 13.3+2.2
−2.3 ± 0.6 ± 2.1 6.58+0.09+2.04+0.01

−0.12−1.70−0.01

Total 6.19 ± 0.48 ± 0.15 ± 0.12 4.2+1.6
−1.3 ± 0.8 6.19+0.01+1.62+0.01

−0.02−1.42−0.01

aThe LHCb measurement is B(B0 → K+K−K
0
) = (19.1± 1.5± 1.1± 0.8)× 10−6 [19].
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Cheng，Chua，1308.5139

PQCD Calculations



The wave function of  S-wave KK-pair [2003.03754]

PQCD Calculations
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PQCD Calculations
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Figure 1: Typical Feynman diagrams for the quasi-two-body decays B → KR → KKK in PQCD, in

which the symbol ⊗ stands for the weak vertex, × denotes possible attachments of hard gluons, and

the green rectangle represents intermediate states R.

According to the effective Hamiltonian, we can draw the Feynman diagrams for the quasi-two-

body decays B → KR → KKK as shown in Fig.1, where the symbol ⊗ stands for the weak vertex,

× denotes possible attachments of hard gluons, and the green rectangle represents intermediate states

R. In diagram (a) and (b), the spectator quark enters to the bachelor kaon, while it comes to the

kaon-pair or the resonance in diagrams (c) and (d). Using the two-kaon wave function, in the PQCD

framework we perform the perturbative calculation of the quasi-two-body Bu,d → KR → K(KK)

decays and get the analytic decay amplitudes for each diagram with different operators. In this work,

we will not introduce the concept of PQCD in detail, and we refer the readers to refs. [79–82].

In Figure.1(a), when the hard gluon is emitted from the heavy quark or the new produced collinear

quark, the decay amplitudes can be factorized as the convolution of the local form factors FS,P,D and

B → K transition form factor. For the sake of brevity, we here take the S-wave as an example for

illustration. For the S-wave resonance, due to the fact that the neutral scalar mesons can not be

produced through the V ±A currents, there only exist amplitudes with S ± P currents for these two

cases, and the total amplitudes can be written as

FSP
KK = 16CFπm

4
B

∫ 1

0
dx1dx3

∫ ∞

0
b1db1b3db3FSφB(x1, b1)η

{

[

− φaK(x3) + x3rKφ
t
K(x3)− (2 + x3)rKφ

p
K(x3)

]

Eef (ta)hef (x1, x3(1− η2), b1, b3)

+
[

2(η2 − 1)rKφ
p
K(x3)

]

Eef (tb)hef (x3, x1(1− η2), b3, b1)

}

, (34)

where rK = m0K/mB with chiral mass of kaon m0K . bi is the conjugate variable of the transverse

momentum kiT . φa,p,tK are the distribution amplitudes of the kaon. The Sudakov form factor Eef

and the hard function hef can be found in ref. [97]. When the gluon comes from two quarks of the

bachelor kaon, that is the so-called nonfactorizable hard-scattering diagram, the amplitudes involve

all the wave functions including the B, K, and kaon-pair wave functions and become complicated. If

the (V −A)(V −A) current is inserted, the total amplitude is written as

MLL
KK = 16

√

2

3
CFπm

4
B

∫ 1

0
dx1dzdx3

∫ ∞

0
b1db1bzdbzφB(x1, b1)φS(z)

{

[

(z − 1)φaK(x3) + rK
(

x3(φ
t
K(x3)− φpK(x3))

+ η2
(

(z − x3)φ
t
K(x3) + (z + x3 − 2)φpK(x3)

))]

Eenf (tc)henf (α,β1, b1, bz)
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produced through the V ±A currents, there only exist amplitudes with S ± P currents for these two

cases, and the total amplitudes can be written as
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KK = 16CFπm

4
B

∫ 1

0
dx1dx3

∫ ∞

0
b1db1b3db3FSφB(x1, b1)η

{

[

− φaK(x3) + x3rKφ
t
K(x3)− (2 + x3)rKφ

p
K(x3)

]

Eef (ta)hef (x1, x3(1− η2), b1, b3)

+
[

2(η2 − 1)rKφ
p
K(x3)

]

Eef (tb)hef (x3, x1(1− η2), b3, b1)

}

, (34)

where rK = m0K/mB with chiral mass of kaon m0K . bi is the conjugate variable of the transverse

momentum kiT . φa,p,tK are the distribution amplitudes of the kaon. The Sudakov form factor Eef

and the hard function hef can be found in ref. [97]. When the gluon comes from two quarks of the

bachelor kaon, that is the so-called nonfactorizable hard-scattering diagram, the amplitudes involve

all the wave functions including the B, K, and kaon-pair wave functions and become complicated. If

the (V −A)(V −A) current is inserted, the total amplitude is written as

MLL
KK = 16

√

2

3
CFπm

4
B

∫ 1

0
dx1dzdx3

∫ ∞

0
b1db1bzdbzφB(x1, b1)φS(z)

{

[

(z − 1)φaK(x3) + rK
(

x3(φ
t
K(x3)− φpK(x3))

+ η2
(

(z − x3)φ
t
K(x3) + (z + x3 − 2)φpK(x3)

))]

Eenf (tc)henf (α,β1, b1, bz)

8



• The Gegenbauer moments 𝑎#,0,1 in the distributions amplitudes of 𝜙#,0,1 can be derived in 
nonperturbative methods in principle, but they  are not yet available.

• LHCb reported an unexpected 𝜌+(1450) resonance, which contributes to the 𝑀(𝐾!𝐾") channel 
with the fit fraction as large as (30.7 ± 1.2 ± 0.9)%. Using the 𝐵± → 𝜋±𝐾!𝐾" branching fraction in 
PDG, we deduce the observed branching fraction of the quasi-two-body decay 𝐵± → 𝜋±𝜌+(1450)
→ 𝜋±𝐾!𝐾" as

ℬ(𝐵± → 𝜋±𝜌&(1450) → 𝜋±𝐾!𝐾") = (1.60"&.+&!&.+/)×10"5.

𝑎, = −0.70 ± 0.14, 𝑎' = −0.50 ± 0.10, 𝑎) = −0.60 ± 0.12,

• If we choice

ℬ(𝐵± → 𝜋±𝜌&(1450) → 𝜋±𝐾!𝐾") = (1.61"&.67!/.+/)×10"5

1905.09244

Numerical Results and Discussions
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ℬ(𝐵± → 𝜋±𝜌!(1450) → 𝜋±𝐾"𝐾#) = (1.60#!.(!"!.())×10#*.

Numerical Results and Discussions

20



The NR contribution amounts only up to 4% of that of 𝜌!(1450).

ℬ(𝐵! → 𝐾!𝜌+(1450) → 𝐾!𝐾!𝐾") = (3.62"(.)%"+.4("+.%)!(.55!+.46!+.(4)×10"7,

ℬ(𝐵+ → 𝐾+𝜌+(1450) → 𝐾+𝐾!𝐾") = (7.49"5.87"5.+*"+.(%!).57!5.67!+.5*)×10"6,

1201.5897 

Numerical Results and Discussions
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• Once f8(1500) is regarded as the vector resonance ρ&(1450), it cannot be seen in the B±

→ π±K9K9 and B& → K9K9K9 decays.
• Hence, we rely on the nonresonant S-wave contribution to the B! → K!K9K9 decay around

the M(K9K9) ∼ 1.5GeV region.

1201.5897 

Numerical Results and Discussions
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Wen-Fei Wang,  2004.09027

•Wang also explored this peak consider two resonances (𝜌+(770) and 𝜌+(1450)), and claimed 
that the tail of 𝜌+(770) is dominant . Wen-Fei Wang,  2004.09027
• The width of  𝜌+(770) is 150 MeV, We cannot understand its large effect.
• The relate phase affect his results remarkably.

Numerical Results and Discussions
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• We examined whether the puzzling 𝑓#(1500) that has been modeled as a single scalar or a

combination of several scalar resonances by BaBar and Belle for more than a decade is the vector

𝜌&(1450) reported by LHCb recently. YES!

• Our hypothesis is consistent with the small fit fraction of 𝐵± → 𝜋±𝜌&(1450) in the 𝐵±

→ 𝜋±𝜋!𝜋" decays, because the relative 𝜌&(1450) → 𝜋𝜋 and 𝜌&(1450) → 𝐾𝐾 branching

fractions are still uncertain.

• To verify the above hypothesis quantitatively, we have studied the relevant three-body B meson

decays in the PQCD approach. The obtained differential branching fractions agree well with the

experimental data for both modes in the locations of the peaks, the widths, and the relative

magnitudes between them around the invariant mass 1.5 GeV.

• We acknowledge that possible contributions from other 𝜌 resonances like 𝜌(700),𝜌(1250),...

have not been excluded completely, though the single resonance parametrization was assumed in

this work.

Summary
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